
Why Pet Stop®?
Pet Stop Makes the Best 
Electronic Fence Products, 
Period.

The UltraElite Receiver® was born in 2001 as the 
industry’s lightest, most customizable receiver — a 
simple but highly effective masterpiece to keep your 
dog close, comfortable and safe at home. Soon, 
reliability improved even further with new U.S. 
manufacturing facilities staffed by industry pros. 
Word spread and soon the beast best dealers in the 
business began joining Pet Stop. Today, our dealers 
are some of the most experienced in the business – 
which is why we refer to them as experts.

This type of transformation is a great American 
story, and the proof lies in the fact that Pet Stop 
grew from a small Cincinnati company into a large 
national organization in just a few short years. 
This growth was possible because The Pet Stop 
staff of executives and engineers has decades of 
combined experience. One Executive in particular 
started the industry itself and was the entrepreneur 
primarily responsible for the phenomenal growth of 
the Invisible Fence® Company. By lending their 
skills and know-how to Pet Stop to innovate the 
most technologically advanced pet containment 
system in the world has elevated Pet Stop to 
national prominence in the field of professional 
pet containment.

UltraCareTM

A Pet Stop exclusive that ele-
vates lifetime warranty to a new 
level 

Most premium pet containment systems offer a 
lifetime warranty to cover manufacturing defects. 
Only Pet Stop offers UltraCare! We provide not 
only a lifetime warranty against manufacturing 
defects, but also protection against accidental 
damage. Should you accidentally damage the 
equipment supplied with your system, you pay
 a deductible far less than the full retail cost of 
replacement (see petstop.com for details). This is 
just one more Pet Stop advantage.

Confidence in 
Pet Stop
What makes Pet Stop the best 
fence company in the US?

Pet owners who compare electronic pet 
containment systems quickly discover that 
Pet Stop is different. We back up our claim of 
superiority with a system guaranteed to work gently 
but effectively for any pet (any breed of dog or 
cat) outside or even inside your home. Pet Stop is 
the only company to combine three key factors:

Our Depth of Knowledge
Our brain trust is composed of major industry 
veterans. John Purtell, company president, 
founded the industry’s leading company, Invisible 
Fence®, building it into a national brand identity. 
Now he and many of his compatriots have joined 
efforts to make Pet Stop the most knowledgeable 
containment company.

A Commitment to Technology
While our engineers and researchers have been 
in the industry for decades, they are far from 
being set in their ways. They continually apply 
cutting-edge technology to create the most 
advanced containment system in the world.

A Genuine Love of Pets
We believe every pet deserves to be nurtured, 
loved and protected. Our commitment to your 
pet’s overall safety goes “hand-in-paw” with our 
dedication to making the most secure electric 
fence system on the market.

Because Your Pet Is Unique

The GentleSteps™ 
Approach
Our dog-training method is called GentleSteps 
because that’s exactly what it is: a series of gentle 
steps to effectively and humanely condition your 
dog to understand the new boundaries.

GentleSteps reduces problems commonly 
associated with traditional training by using barely 
perceptible levels of collar stimulation during the 
initial training phase. Only GentleSteps offers 
levels this low and makes level adjustment this 
easy. Feel free to ask your local Pet Stop dog-fence 
expert to demonstrate.

Professional trainer and Pet Stop dealer Rich 
Weinssen of Hidden Fence of New Jersey created 
this revolutionary low-stress training technique. 
He believes in a humane approach to pet training 
by using a slow and gradual increase in correction 
supplemented by frequent training sessions.



Pet Stop is 
America’s safest 
Pet Fence
Peace of mind for you - 
yet safe and effective 
for your pet.

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

For more information, visit www.petstop.com

Pet Stop Dog Fence Company
Perimeter Technologies, Inc.

10 Vanguard Drive, Reading, PA 19606

"At Pet Stop, we have you and your 
pets’ best interests in mind. With 
state-of-the-art technology and 

persistent innovation, I'm proud to 
say we lead the industry in safety 

and customer service."

—John Purtell, President

What makes Pet Stop® 
different? The answer 
is simple...

... It’s our people.
From product design to custom configuration to 
installation and training, we work hard to deliver a 
superior solution for you and your pet. Happy, healthy 
pets are our inspiration. Our management team has 
over 70 combined years of experience, and we 
stand behind a pet containment solution that is 
simply superior to any other.

... It’s our dealers.

All our local dealers are caring representatives who 
deliver the full expertise of our organization in 
person. We are particularly proud that 75 percent of 
our dealers were previously with competing 
manufacturers. Our dealers know a superior dog 
fence when they see it and have opted to offer their 
valued customers the most responsible, advanced 
and safest dog fence on the market today.

... It’s because we’re designed and 
manufactured in the U.S.
We pioneered and patented many of the features 
incorporated in our equipment.Our design team 
resides in Pennsylvania, where the product is 
manufactured. We are pet lovers who understand 
the importance of making a superior product. It’s 
why we place so much emphasis on product 
development, and why Pet Stop offers you such a 
quality brand of pet containment.

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

Because Your Pet 
Is Unique


